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PREFACE

First, I would like to thank Allah SWT for the blessing and guidance given to me so I can finish this final project. I also would like to say thanks to all the people who give support and guidance in finishing this final project.

The final project are based on the job training at CV. GriyagaweKartosuro. This final project is entitled “Creating Brochure Using English Language For CV. Griyagawe” this final project explains the steps in getting the information, designing and editing process and solving the problems.

I realized that this final project is far from being perfect, therefore I need suggestions and advices to improve this final project. I hope this final project will be beneficial to the readers to improve their knowledge.

Surakarta, July 13th 2016

Ammar Syahril
DEDICATION

With all of my pleasure, I dedicate this final project to:

SebelasMaret University
MOTTO

“When you’re out of ideas, that’s when faith comes in. Let Allah show you the way.” - Wael Abdelgawad
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ABSTRACT


This final project report is written based on the job training at CV. Griyagawe. The objectives of this report are to promote the product of CV. Griyagawe and to describe the problems and the solutions encountered by the marketer in marketing process. I did an observation before doing the job training. I observed the location of CV. Griyagawe and its condition and I also watched the way of the marketing activity.

I made the brochure of CV. Griyagawe’s products based on my observation during the job training. There were three steps in creating the brochure, such as: collecting information for the contents of the brochure, process of designing, and promoting.

There were three problems during the process of making brochure. The problem is the difficulty of taking pictures of the craftsmen while they are doing their job. To solve this problem I asked for a permission to the management of CV. Griyagawe to use their documentations. The next problem is when I made the Indonesian and English promotion text I can not find the appropriate words to write in a persuasive manner. To solve this problem I discuss with my friend and the expert. The last problem is my group and I can not put our brochure in local tourist information center. To solve this problem my group and I put the brochure at stall and cafe.